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03-04-17:
One year under Myanmar´s “Lady”
Seminar and dinner with the Ambassador of Japan,

Malaysia launches digital free trade zone

for the participants in Djøf's annual "Doing Business

27-03-17:

In".

Export will remain growth driver: ADB
Hong Kong gets first female leader

Upcoming Events
20-04-17:
Strategies for entering Asian Markets with Jacob
Gram Alsing, Operational Manager at Mikkeller
26-04-17:
Spring luncheon for Ambassadors from Asian
countries and Asia House Partners
04-05-17:
”Asia shaping the World”, Jørgen Ørstrøm Møller,
Adjunct Professor, Ambassador (ret.)

24-03-17:
Inner SEA should co-operate on infrastructure
Solar energy industry blooms in SEA
20-03-17:
Polls open for East Timor Presidential election
Malaysia: Rural students to learn English online
16-03-17:
Bhutan gets first Green Climate Fund
Barack Obama pens letter to Lao monk
13-03-17:
Archaeological treasure trove found in China
Talents in big data needed in Singapore

Slides from previous events
14-03-17:
Business Meeting - Patrick I. Hansen, Danish
Patent and Trademark Office: "Trademark
Registration in Asia"

10-03-17:
Water-saving tech helping farmers in Myanmar
South Korean president ousted

Asia and Europe
After the decision of the United Kingdom to leave the European Union, Asian countries are waiting.
What will be the new regulatory framework between the UK and the EU, and how will it affect the
relations between the UK, the EU, and the rest of the world. Europe is, indeed, of huge importance to
the UK: the UK imports from Europe are more than three times its import from Asian countries and the
UK exports to Europe are almost five times its exports to Asia.
There has been no excitement in Asian capitals at the prospects of the unravelling of ties between
London and continental Europe. South China Morning Post echoed this (in its editorial on 15 March),
hoping that this “divisive uncertainty” be sorted out the sooner the better. A jittery atmosphere in
Europe as well as in Asia nurtures fears of domino effects; that one problem will push another and risk
a further tumble down.
For Asia House, it is quite obvious that Denmark and Asia will benefit from closer ties and knowledgesharing. In April we look forward to hosting an event with Mikkeller, focusing on a “newcomer’s” entry
into the Asian markets and to welcoming Asian Ambassadors and our partners to a lunch dedicated to
further analyzing the impacts of Brexit on the global economy.
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